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Benjamin Fulford Update - December 24, 2014
Posted: 23 Dec 2014 08:35 AM PST

US regime under unprecedented attack, black
swan event imminent
Posted by benjamin
December 24, 2014
The Nazi cabal that illegally seized power in the West by staging
the 911 mass murder event is now close to collapse. This can be
seen by the growing calls for the arrest of the top figures of the
last Bush regime not only from world leaders but now even
from establishment lapdogs like the New York Times.
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/12/22/opinion
/prosecute-torturers-and-their-bosses.html?_r=0
The fact the New York Times is running such an editorial
means the traditional Jewish lobby has finally figured out that
Neo-con was just a euphemism for Neo-Nazi.
If a few more key individuals are removed from power in the
coming days, it will lead to the end of cabal fascist rule and freedom for humanity. These people include
US corporate president Barack Obama, Japanese slave Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, secret UK dictator
Jeremy Heywood and Federal Reserve Board head Janet Yellen.
The key person to bring down is US corporate president Barack Obama. This should be straightforward
because he has only 15% support inside the US military. Obama may be a just a puppet but he is
nonetheless the publicly visible sign of continued cabal rule. Obama committed fraud to become president.
In his auto-biography, “Dreams of my Father,” he writes that his father was a World War 2 veteran. Yet the
birth certificate Obama made public says his father was 25 years old when Obama was born in 1961. That
means his “war veteran” father was 9 years old when the war ended. Furthermore, Obama has confirmed
his role as a cabal stooge by publicly repeating the Nazi lies about 911.
Hopefully, incoming Defense Secretary Ashton Carter will grasp his destiny and lead the restoration of the
Republic of the United States of America.
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The Japanese slave regime headed by Shinzo Abe is another key domino that needs to be toppled.
Overwhelming evidence has now emerged that Abe “won” the December 14th general election through
massive fraud. Japan Independence Party head Richard Koshimizu and many others last week showed
police and reporters extensive proof of this. For example, the Sokka Gakkai Buddhist sect, whose political
party is part of the Abe regime, gathered believers all over the country to “write practice votes,” Koshimizu
says. These “practice vote” papers were then taken away to undisclosed locations, he adds. Koshimizu also
showed this writer videos taken with hidden cameras showing things like automatic vote counting
machines counting blank ballots long after voting stations were shut down and votes counted. Many court
cases against this latest sham election are being mounted by the JIP and others.
If Abe remains in power, Japan will be looted to the point of bankruptcy in order to try to prop up Abe’s
Nazi puppet masters. However, Abe has now lost support among Japanese right wingers and even his CIA
handlers.
Richard Armitage, chief US Nazi agent in Japan, has put out feelers to the White Dragon Society to try to
arrange some sort of peaceful exchange of power in exchange for amnesty. This can be arranged since the
WDS is more interested in saving the planet than seeking revenge.
The situation in the UK is also reaching a tipping point. The ongoing police investigations into a high level
pedophile ring inside the UK government are the most obvious sign of this. The ultimate thrust of this
investigation is to prove that it was politicians being blackmailed over pedophilia who signed away UK
independence to the Nazi/Bush EU government. Once this is proven, the UK could declare the treaties it
signed with the EU as invalid.

Continue Reading at ....... http://benjaminfulford.net/2014/12/24/us-regimeunder-unprecedented-attack-black-swan-event-imminent/

'U.S. military shot down MH370 because they thought it had been
hacked and was about to be used in terror attack', claims former airline
boss
Posted: 23 Dec 2014 08:35 AM PST

'U.S. military shot down MH370 because they thought it had been hacked and
was about to be used in terror attack', claims former airline boss
Marc Dugain says U.S. Navy in Indian Ocean attacked the plane
He claims that islanders saw the plane fly close to a U.S. base
Also alleges that a spy told him to back away from his probe into MH370

By Sam Webb for MailOnline
Published: 08:53 EST, 22 December 2014 | Updated: 14:57 EST, 22 December 2014

A former airline boss and writer claims the U.S. downed Malaysia Airlines flight MH370
because the military feared it had been taken over by hackers and was about to be used in a
9/11-style attack.
Marc Dugain, the former chief executive of now-defunct Proteus Airlines, said the jumbo jet
was shot down near a U.S. military base on the remote island of Diego Garcia in the Indian
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Ocean after it was hacked.
He told Paris Match that islanders in the Maldives near Diego Garcia told him they saw the
missing aircraft flying low.
Dugain spoke of a fisherman on a small island who spoke of a 'huge plane' in Malaysie
Airline's colours on March 8.

+4
Theory: Marc Dugain, the former chief executive of now-defunct Proteus Airlines, said Malaysia Airlines
flight MH370 was shot down near a U.S. military base
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+4
The former airline exec told Paris Match that islanders in the Maldives near Diego Garcia told him they
saw the missing aircraft flying low.
Video released to explain the search efforts for flight MH370

He also said islanders had found an empty fire extinguisher from the plane in the water near
Baarah island.
The Senegal-born Frenchman, who is now a successful novelist, also told a radio station he
was warned not to investigate MH370 by an intelligence source, who spoke of 'risks' and
counselled him to 'let time do its work'.
Last week grieving family members of Chinese passengers from a missing Malaysia Airlines
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flight protested outside the foreign ministry in Beijing Friday accusing the government of
failing to provide them with regular updates on the search for the aircraft.
About 30 people, many of them elderly, gathered at the gates of the ministry with
temperatures approaching freezing and were confronted by a line of police.

+4
The U.S. Navy Support Facility at Diego Garcia, British Indian Ocean Territory. Dugain claims the U.S.
feared the plane was about to be used in a terror outrage
Family of MH370 victim to sue airline and government
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+4
Leading Seaman, Boatswain's Mate, William Sharkey searches for debris on a rigid hull inflatable boat in
the Southern Indian Ocean in April. In the background is HMAS Perth, which was involved in the search

They demanded to speak to government officials in a bid to get more information on the
search for flight MH370. Police manhandled and pushed protesters that attempted to enter
the gate and warned passersby to leave the area immediately.
'My son is alive and I want to know what the government is doing to find him,' said Liu
Dianyun, the mother of one of the passengers.
Some drove for two hours to attend the demonstration, despite acknowledging that their
efforts were unlikely to produce results.
Chinese passengers account for about two-thirds of the 239 people who were aboard the
Boeing 777, which vanished on March 8 en route from Kuala Lumpur to China's capital.
Dozens of their relatives were reportedly beaten and arrested earlier this year.
Australia has been spearheading the hunt for the plane, which is believed to have crashed in
the southern Indian Ocean off western Australia.

Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2883651/U-S-military-shot-MH370thought-hacked-used-terror-attack-claims-former-airline-boss.html#ixzz3MjuH64Zi

RTS: Being Prepared is not Fear- do YOU have the power?
Posted: 23 Dec 2014 08:32 AM PST
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http://removingtheshackles.blogspot.com/2014/12/being-prepared-is-not-fear-do-youhave.html

Being Prepared is not Fear- do YOU have the power?

As I said in last nights Transpicuous News Report, I am not
a negative person, nor a pessimist- far from it in fact. But I am a
Realist, and right now, the Realist in me says "Be Prepared".
At this moment, the world of "Finance" "Economy" and
Government idiocy is collapsing all around the globe. I do not
say this lightly. After posting TN last night, I opened my skype to
5 more news articles that point a very huge finger at just how
close the collapse of the current financial system is.
I have written for years about the coming changes to the currently slavery financial system and ultimately
it's collapse. I have also been talking about the fact that the "New" financial system that "they" are putting
in to replace it, is just slavery 2.0 edition. The battle is on at the moment to see which faction will get their
agenda and system in place first. Not that it matters, as each one is just a variation of the slavery/fraud
theme, which just puts a different face on who everyone thinks is in charge. It doesn't matter, one way or
the other though, because in my opinion, even their "New" financial system will very quickly been seen for
what it is and crash. The re-phoenixing of the systems is NOT going to work. Now, as I said in
Transpicuous News last night, I do believe that there are those waiting in the wings for the final curtain
call, people who are ready and able to pick up the broken pieces and actually FIX the problems that we are
currently facing, but before that happens, I think we will have to seen the complete collapse of this
fraudulent slave system in it's entirety.
Which brings me to my point: BE PREPARED

I'm not a pessimist and I'm certainly not a fear mongerer. Those who've been reading RTS know that I
don't fall for the "fear porn". But I'm also not willing to gamble my family on the hope that this coming
collapse is going to be all unicorns farting rainbows.
Let's play a game of "What if".
What if the big banks- or even just your bank in your local town- goes bankrupt and suddenly shuts it's
doors?
-Do you have access to money? Do you have access to your credit/debit card? Do you have food
and supplies on hand to look after your family (and perhaps unprepared friends) for 3 days? A
week? Do you have gas in your car?

What if the big banks close and there is a bank run (which is already been seen in several countries yet
covered up by the main stream media)?
What if there is a panic run when people can't get their money, or just freak out about the whole situation?
What if a "state of emergency" is enforced and you are stuck away from home? or stuck at home?
None of these situations are impossible. As a matter of fact, judging from what is being seen, I would say
most of these situations are probable.At this very moment the "Big 5" in the US are completely bankrupt-
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hence the fact that they passed that lovely "bail out" clause in the US 2015 budget- "they" KNOW what is
coming. European banks are not any better off either. As matter of fact, the European Union is on the
verge of collapse all on it's own, regardless of the global economic situation.
Are you Prepared? Do you know where everything is that you might need? Do you have a meet up point
prearranged with your family and friends just in case you need to leave your home? These are important
questions.
Many of my newer readers may not know it, but I use to be a hard core prepper. Nick and I recognized
back in 2001, then further in 2009, that the current "system" was failing and that it was our responsibility
to look after our family. We had spent years watching various government agencies dropping the ball
during major emergencies and realized that we needed to be completely self sufficient. This meant
gathering knowledge because knowledge is the KEY to getting through any situation. Over the course of
several years I gathered an entire hard drive full of information, books, recordings, PDFs, manuals, and
lists of resources. Then the realization hit that to print out all of this information would comprise 10s of
thousands of pages.... not exactly something you can carry with you in an emergency situation. Which left
the question of: POWER. If you have an energy supply, then you always have the ability to charge
batteries, to charge laptops, to have light and even heat and refridgeration. But it comes down to having a
power supply that is self sufficient, renewable/self recharging, and is transportable. This is when Nick
began his journey into studying and creating an alternative energy supply. Nick has been working on
several energy designs (we won't use that bad word "free energy", lol) for many years, and has worked on
several designs that would allow off the grid power anywhere.
Two days ago we recorded the video (below), and gave the information about crystal batteries and how we
are moving forward to the world. This is vitally important information for those people who are looking
for an easily transportable, self recharging power source. We are working on getting the fully documented
video instructions out to the public in the next few weeks, but in the mean time, Nick's notes, and this
recording are an excellent start to building your own crystal battery.
Crystal batteries have been around in the alternative media circuit for a few years. Laserhacker proved
that his small test battery is still lighting an led bulb 2 years later, without showing any signs of
degradation. What Nick has done is to morph the salts used, changing how they are mixed and applied it
to a car battery- 12 volts of easily moveable/transportable power. This energy supply can be used to take a
room of your house "off grid", or wired in series to create a larger output. It can be used in an RV, camper,
boat, cottage, workshop etc... to supply "electricity" for small appliances, power tools, lights, or any other
application that falls within the output of the crystal battery itself. Most importantly, these batteries are
cheap to make and easy to build and set up! Besides the battery itself, all you need is an inverter, and away
you go.
Please share this information about the crystal batteries with your networks, groups, friends and families.
The original article with all of Nick's notes is available here:
http://www.removingtheshackles.blogspot.com/2014/12/nick-mckenny-crystal-batterynext-step.html

Tom Heneghan Update - "Arrest of the entire Bush-Clinton Crime Family
Syndicate" - December 22, 2014
Posted: 22 Dec 2014 06:34 PM PST

TOM HENEGHAN INTELLIGENCE BRIEFINGS
ALL Patriot Americans MUST know with sources inside
American/European intelligence agencies and INTERPOL
reporting what is really going on behind the scenes of the
corporate-controlled, fascist, extortion-friendly
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propaganda U.S. media's massive deceptions
Protect and defend YOUR Constitution Bill of Rights,
the Supreme Law of the United States
http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/
https://twitter.com/Tom_Heneghan
Monday December 22, 2014

The
Clock is Now Ticking!
by Tom Heneghan, International Intelligence Expert
UNITED States of America - It can now be reported that the
Department of the U.S. Treasury and a major Military Grand Jury
operating in Charlotte, North Carolina will soon order the arrest
of the entire Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate and the forced
detention of puppet stooge Bush-Clinton Crime Family enabler,
bank stooge Barack Hussein Obama-Soetoro.
Secret intelligence and documents previously illegally classified
by the U.S. Justice Department have now been made available to
the Department of the U.S. Treasury, the Military Grand Jury and
the American People.
P.S. The context of the investigation as follows:
CSIS, which is Canadian Secret Investigative Services in Ottawa,
has been in direct communication with Vice President Albert Gore
Jr. and former White House counsel, now FBI informant working
for FBI Director William Sessions, Vince Foster, on the following
subject matter.
Criminal Canadian-U.S. tax diversion involving the AmeriTrust
account of Switzerland, which had previously been tied to the
administrative control of Ambassador Leo Wanta, President
Ronald Wilson Reagan along with former Israeli Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin and now had been turned into a sole beneficiary of
not the Clinton-Gore Administration but the Bush-Clinton NAZI
Paperclip Administration with the full complicity of the current
Administrator of the Office of Management and Budget, Leon
Panetta, Hillary Rodenhurst Clinton stooge Laura D'Andrea
Tyson, the CIA proprietary Maipollo account, which is the sole
beneficiary of U.S. Treasury Secretary Lloyd Benson and the
daddy Bush CIA administered BWI Group and the Ministry of
Finance in Tokyo, Japan (code: Tosititlkaitcu yen).

Reference: Paramount Pictures of Hollywood.
P.P.S. So the theft of $70 billion from the U.S. Treasury was done
to accommodate the transfer of these funds to financial terrorist
George Soros through Bulgarian bank accounts, along with the
nation of Iran, for the purpose of giving North Korea nuclear
capability.
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Reference: The AmeriTrust account, which was originally set up
by President Ronald Wilson Reagan and then Prime Minister of
Israel Yitzhak Rabin for Palestinian re-settlement was turned into
a piggy bank for the Bush-Clinton Crime Family Syndicate and the
CIA money laundry "The Children's Defense Fund".
In closing, this evidence was presented to both then Department
of Defense Secretary Les Aspin, U.S. Representative Dick Armey,
Senator John McCain, and U.S. Senator Sam Nunn, Democrat of
Georgia.
What resulted, folks, was the assassination of White House
counsel and current FBI informant Vince Foster, the firing of then
FBI Director William Sessions, and a direct threat from Bush
Crime Family stooges Bill and Hillary Clinton that they would
have then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. (who elected these pieces
of shit to begin with) dealt with if he did not stop pursuing the
truth.
Then Vice President Albert Gore Jr. responded to Clinton telling
him directly that he would kick the living shit out of him in the
White House parking lot and that he and his wife are nothing
more the CIA Bush stooges.
One week later Vice President Albert Gore Jr., now clearly year
2000 natural born, duly elected President Albert Gore Jr., tried
to have Marc Rich (Bush-Clinton banker stooge) arrested.
He was assisted by White House counsel Vince Foster. We now
know why Vince Foster was assassinated and Albert Gore Jr.'s
presidency was stolen in the year 2000.
Finally, the American People have not forgotten and are ready to
declare a Robespierre blood libel against the NAZI Paperclip
Bush-Clinton Crime Family bloodline.

http://www.tomheneghanbriefings.com/The-Clock-is-NowTicking__12-22-2014.html
As we live free or die, Lafayette remains at Brandywine and
Albert Gore Jr. remains the year 2000 DULY ELECTED,
non-inaugurated, natural born REAL President of the United
States.
Al Gore on Restoring the Rule of Law
http://www.acslaw.org/acsblog/al-gore-on-restoring-the-rule-of-law
...
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